
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      

 

 

The following are the minutes of the Planning Commission Meeting held on Thursday, June 1, 2017 at 

6:00 p.m. in the Herriman City Community Center, 13011 South Pioneer Street (6000 West), Herriman, Utah. 

Adequate notice of this meeting, as required by law, was posted in the Community Center, on the City’s website, 

and delivered to members of the Commission and media. 

 
Presiding:  Chair Clint Smith 
 
Commission Members Present:  Chris Berbert, Andrea Bradford, Adam Jacobson, Jessica Morton, 
Curt Noble, Robyn Shakespear 
       
Council Members Present:  Mayor Carmen Freeman, Coralee Wessman-Moser 
 
City Staff Present:  City Planner Bryn McCarty, Assistant City Manager Gordon Haight, City Engineer 
Blake Thomas, City Attorney John Brems 

 
 

 

 6:06:59 PM
 

City Planner Bryn McCarty started the meeting with a discussion of accessory buildings. The ordinance stated 

that accessory buildings shall match the house in color and material. She asked the commission how they would 

like staff to handle tough sheds. Commissioner Adam Jacobson suggested that the applicant should at least try 

to match the color of the home and commissioners agreed.  

 

Regarding fencing, the ordinance required white or tan, beige vinyl fencing. City Planner McCarty reported that 

a gray vinyl fence was recently installed and staff did not have a problem with it because it matched the home. 

She requested the opinions of the commissioners. Commissioner Adam Jacobson suggested that the ordinance 

could require at minimum a white vinyl fence be installed and allow for better fencing. Commissioner Robyn 

Shakespear suggested the ordinance could require earth tones. Commissioner Jessica Morton felt that the fence 

installed was very nice and should be allowed. City Planner Bryn McCarty reported that it was her understanding 

that the fence was installed before the change to the ordinance took place. Commissioner Adam Jacobson 

noticed that deluxe vinyl fences that looked like precast walls were being installed and he thought they looked 

very nice and should also be allowed. Commissioners reported that the intent was to ensure no wood or chain l



 

ink fences were installed in the city. City Planner Bryn McCarty also noted that the ordinance did not have 

language allowing for rod iron fences and suggested that a prohibited list would be of more importance. 

Commissioners agreed. 

 
Regarding animals, the city ordinance allowed a hobby permit which would allow a home owner the ability to 

have more than three dogs. She asked the commission how they would like staff to handle hobby permits and 

suggested processing them like a home occupation. Staff would send out a notice to neighbors regarding the 

hobby permit application and if no complaints were received, it would be approved. If complaints were 

received, the permit would be brought before the commission for review. Commissioners agreed. 

 
 

 6:12:05 PM
 
Item 2.1 – Behjani Two Lot Subdivision – the applicant owned a two acre lot that they would like to subdivide 

into two, one acre lots. The sidewalk for the lots was the main concern. The applicant would need to install a 

sidewalk when a building permit was issued. A brief discussion about subdividing the lots took place. City 

Planner Bryn McCarty explained that the council passed an ordinance to put a hold on flag lots. Commissioners 

voiced a desire for something to be put in place that would stop the subdividing of lots once a subdivision was 

built. Commissioner Adam Jacobson felt that if there was an adjustment made to a lot in a plat that every owner 

of the plat should have to sign off on the change and a brief discussion took place.  

 

Item 2.2 – Castlewood – the proposal was for the property where Sagegate Apartments were previously 

approved, however, the conditional use had expired. The property would remain part of the Anthem 

Development. Originally, the property was approved for 422 apartments. The new proposal was for 342 

apartments. Several of the buildings had been reduced from four story to three story and the layout would 

accommodate additional parking spots with the change to the parking ordinance. Staff received several emails 

with concerns. One of the biggest concerns was access points. City Planner Bryn McCarty reported that the 

developer to the south of the property, in Miller Crossing, had a stubbed road on the south end off of Main 

Street and they would be fine if it was used as an access point. She reminded the commission that apartments 

could build 200 units and were only required to have one access. She also reminded them of conversations 

about connecting the subdivisions that took place with the original approval. Commissioner Adam Jacobson 

wondered if the decrease of density was being transferred somewhere else. The response was no, density was 

not being transferred elsewhere. Chair Clint Smith questioned if anything had been submitted to justify or grant 

the exception to the parking ordinance. The response was no, nothing had been submitted, however, the 

applicant was very close to the ordinance requirement. 

 

Item 2.3 – Belle Vea Development to Amend Setbacks – the applicant was requesting a reduction in the 

setbacks; 18 feet for the garage and 12 feet for the overhang. Commissioner Adam Jacobson voiced concern 

with the 18 feet for the garage. He believed that some cars may not even fit in that size of a driveway. Chair 

Clint Smith reported that his garage was 22 feet and he had to touch his truck to the wall in order to shut the 

garage door. City Planner Bryn McCarty reminded the commissioners that 18 feet had been approved before. 

Commissioners were not okay with the 18 foot request because they felt it would be too small.  

 
Item 3.1 – Proposal to Vacate Right-of-Way – it was discovered that a small piece of road was not needed and 
would go back to the owner. 
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Item 3.2 – Amending List of Permitted Uses – The city included a list of permitted uses on a piece of property. 

The applicant was requesting that the commission add a few items to that list. The request was to add a 

convenience store / gas station. The commissioners remembered creating that list to ensure that only certain 

types of uses were allowed for the property, being that it was an entrance to the city. Specific uses were listed so 

other uses would not be permitted for the location. 

 

Item 3.3 – Overlay Zone – City Attorney John Brems added a few blanks in the ordinance for the commission 

to provide what they preferred. City Planner Bryn McCarty explained that changes were made to reflect the 

requests from the commission at the last meeting. The applicant provided pictures and videos that were 

forwarded on to the commission. She reported that whatever the commission recommended would be what she 

relayed to the council. Commissioner Adam Jacobson suggested a change to item two and five. His suggestion 

was that the sign could not be closer than 500 feet from the residential zone. Commissioner Chris Berbert 

suggested that the overlay zone only be allowed in a commercial area and not in a residential area. 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson believed that the size of sign being proposed was the same size as a billboard. 

He discovered that size listed on YESCO’s website. He voiced concern with the proposed size and a discussion 

ensued. City Planner Bryn McCarty suggested that in order to mitigate the detrimental effects of the sign that the 

size could be determined based on the surrounding property and in no case to exceed a certain size. 

Commissioners were fine with that suggestion. Commissioner Chris Berbert mentioned that he drove by the 

REAL sign and reported that when he saw a soccer ball on the sign that appeared to be coming at him, it was 

very noticeable. He believed if he had a home under the sign he would notice a change in lighting when the 

soccer ball was on the screen. Chair Clint Smith suggested that the language could read, the proposed 

surrounding property. A discussion regarding the brightness and transition times of the sign took place. 

Commissioner Curt Noble suggested changing the transition time to 12 seconds and that the brightness of the 

sign should be tied to the ambient light. He discovered that 4.3 candles above ambient light was the requirement 

of a sign in Colorado and a discussion ensued. He suggested the size of the sign could be 24 feet x 11 feet which 

would be 264 square feet and several suggestions were made. Commissioner Adam Jacobson was okay with 400 

square feet. Commissioner Jessica Morton was okay with 300 square feet. Commissioner Adam Jacobson 

suggested that the maximum screen size could be 250 or 300 with the remainder of the sign not to exceed 400 

square feet. Chair Clint Smith felt that the brightness of the sign was of more concern. He felt Commissioner 

Curt Noble’s suggestion of 4.3 candles above ambient light was good. A discussion about the height of the sign 

took place. Commissioner Curt Noble felt it should be at least 25 feet from roadway to the bottom of the sign.  

Meeting Adjourned 6:59:39 PM 
 
 
 
► ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ◄ 

 
 
 
 

 

Presiding:  Chair Clint Smith 
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Commission Members Present:  Chris Berbert, Andrea Bradford, Adam Jacobson, Jessica Morton, 
Curt Noble, Robyn Shakespear 
       
Council Members Present:  Mayor Carmen Freeman, Coralee Wessman-Moser 
 
City Staff Present:  City Planner Bryn McCarty, Deputy Recorder Cindy Quick, Communications 
Specialist Steve Cyr, Assistant City Manager Gordon Haight, City Attorney John Brems 
            

 

7:04:30 PM

Chair Clint Smith welcomed those in attendance.  
 

 7:04:51 PM  
 

Rob Poirier led us in the pledge. 
 

 7:05:30 PM  
 

Full Quorum, Wade Thompson absent 
 
7:05:40 PM  
 

Commissioner Curt Noble MOVED to approve the minutes for May 18, 2017. 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson SECONDED the motion.  

The voting was unanimous.  
 
Chair Clint Smith reviewed the public comment policy and procedure. 

7:07:14 PM

 
City Planner Bryn McCarty oriented the commission with an aerial map, site plan and other images 

prepared for the item. The subdivision had previously been approved in the County. The applicant 

would like to subdivide the property into two, one acre lots. It was noted that there was no sidewalk 

along 5600 West and staff recommended allowing the plat with the requirement of installing sidewalk on 

5600 West when building the first home. It was further noted that there were no sidewalks in the entire 

subdivision. 

 
Allison Behjani representing owner of the existing home (applicant) agreed with the conditions and was 
available for further questions. Chair Smith asked if there was an immediate need to sell or build and the 
response was no. 

tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601190430&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;f3f230ac&quot;
tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601190451&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;bf29f1e8&quot;
tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601190530&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;b9353f3f&quot;
tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601190540&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;e9de441a&quot;
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7:09:32 PM  Chair Smith opened the public hearing and called for any citizen who would like to 

speak on the item to come to the podium, fill out a comment form and state their name for the record. 

 

Citizen Comments:    

 

None 

 

7:09:50 PM Chair Smith closed the public hearing. 

 

Commissioner Chris Berbert MOVED to approve the item with staff requirements.  

Commissioner Jessica Morton SECONDED the motion. 

Requirements: 

1. Meet with the Staff for review and final approval of the site plan.   

2. Receive and agree to the recommendations from other agencies. 

3. Dedicate right of way on 5600 West based on the width required in the Transportation Master Plan. Work with 
engineering on determining the exact amount.  

4. The plat should be prepared as an amendment to the Hamilton Ridge Subdivision.  

5. Sidewalk to be constructed along 5600 West, including ADA accessible ramp, prior to issuance of certificate of 
occupancy for Lot 1. 

6. No home may front or access onto 5600 West. 

The vote was recorded as follows: 

Commissioner Chris Berbert Yes 

Commissioner Andrea Bradford Yes 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson Yes 

Commissioner Jessica Morton Yes 

Commissioner Curt Noble  Yes 

Commissioner Robyn Shakespear Yes 

The motion passed unanimously. 

7:11:00 PM

City Planner Bryn McCarty oriented the commission with an aerial map, site plan and other images 

prepared for the item. The property was zoned RM and was originally approved for apartments. The 

approval lapsed and expired. A new conditional use would be required for the property. The original 

proposal was for 422 apartments and the new proposal was for 322 apartments. The reason for the 

reduction was due to several of the buildings being only three story instead of four story and the 

applicant added additional parking being just a few spots shy of meeting the parking ordinance. The 

applicant would provide more green space than was previously provided. The parking ordinance 

required 2.15 stalls and the applicant was at 2.13 stalls. A revised site summary was shown providing the 

tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601190932&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;71b82205&quot;
tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601190950&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;3f8d199b&quot;
tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601191100&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;a534bdc4&quot;
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number of bedroom units. The developer would be required to install improvements behind the curb 

and recommended a rod iron fence instead of a solid fence. Staff did receive several emails with 

concerns about access and traffic. During previous plan review several discussions took place regarding 

the connection of the two neighborhoods. A development south of the property had been approved and 

they would be fine allowing an additional access. The proposed development would then have four 

accesses.  

 
Duane Rasmussen with Castle Development (applicant) reviewed the site plan and explained that only 

four of the 12 buildings would be four story buildings. He outlined the amenities; a pool, a clubhouse 

with an exercise facility and nursery, as well as, a barbeque area and volleyball courts. There would also 

be a central mailbox kiosk. He described the area along Main Street where they planned to install a rod 

iron fence and take out the carports leaving open parking spaces. He shared a comparison of the 

proposed project and the previously approved project. He noted that they would be increasing the 

landscaping by 5%. He reminded the commission that the previous approval allowed for a parking 

reduction and noted that they would have a total of nearly 2.14 stalls which was an increase from the 

discussions at the last work meeting where they had 1.95 parking stalls. He declared that they would not 

meet the ordinance by only four stalls and felt justified with their parking proposal. Elevations were 

shown and the tuck under garages were pointed out. He noted that there would be direct access to 

ground floor and upper floor units through those tuck under garages and renderings were shown to 

illustrate that direct access. Pictures of a similar project were shown and details of the unit interiors were 

outlined. Project amenities were shown. The access points along with potential access points were 

outlined. He believed an entrance to the south would provide better access for residents in the 

development.  

 
Chair Clint Smith asked for clarification regarding the location of the four story buildings in the 

development and they were pointed out; two interior and two exterior. Commissioner Andrea Bradford 

asked how much rent was for the proposed apartments. The response was $1,100 to $1,200 and $1,500. 

He reported that valet trash pickup would be provided for all unit owners. Commissioner Jessica 

Morton commented that with the additional access the parking spots may be reduced. Mr. Rasmussen 

explained that he could find a place for about five more spots, however, 10 more spots would be 

difficult. He informed the commission that providing additional parking could take away from the 

landscaping. Commissioners wanted the parking to meet the ordinance requirements.  

 
Chair Clint Smith advised the audience members that the item was not noticed for a public hearing, 

however, he was aware of several emails that had been received and most were concerned with access to 

the neighborhood. He reported that those emails were part of the record and advised the audience if 

they did not send an email with their comments, they could fill out a comment form to include with the 

record. 

 
Commission discussion. Commissioner Chris Berbert felt that an additional access point made sense. He 

suggested moving the access point instead of cutting through another neighborhood. He felt that 

requirement number two should state the amenities proposed such as, a pool and two tot lots including 

the dimensions for such. Commissioner Adam Jacobson agreed that there should be an additional access 
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and that the plan should show parking to city standard before he could make a motion. Chair Clint 

Smith was happy to see the reduction of the number of units and felt it was a better plan than previously 

approved. He reported that the parking ordinance was there for consistency and felt the applicant 

should be much closer or meet the parking ordinance. He also understood the concerns expressed with 

the connections, however, the additional access on the south would alleviate a significant amount of 

those concerns. He felt there was a good reason for connectivity in a community for schools and 

emergency response. He was in favor of the additional access to the south but he felt they should keep 

the other connections as well. He also agreed that those should be illustrated and parking shown on the 

layout before a motion was voted on. Commissioner Curt Noble was fine with moving an existing 

access point to the south east. Commissioner Chris Berbert felt the access at the bottom made more 

sense. Commissioner Adam Jacobson felt that the one at the top should be for emergency vehicles only 

and a gate should be provided. City Planner Bryn McCarty explained that they needed an additional 

opening in the fence for trail access to the commercial center. Chair Clint Smith asked about the 

availability of property for a trail and the response was Miller Crossing development had 10 feet 

available for a trail. 

 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson MOVED to continue the item without date so the applicant can address items discussed. 

Commissioner Jessica Morton SECONDED the motion. 

The motion passed unanimously. 

7:35:54 PM

City Planner Bryn McCarty oriented the commission with an aerial map, site plan and other images 

prepared for the item. The development was approved last year with a 20 foot setback to the road for 

any portion of the building. The applicant was proposing an amendment to the setbacks. He was 

proposing that the garages be 18 feet and the porches be 13 feet. There would be three different 

products in the development and the applicant was asking for the amendment for phase one only. 

 
Rob Poirier (applicant) provided layouts of the setbacks. He requested a minimum distance for the 

garage of 18 feet and for the overhang portion of the building to be 13.8 feet. Chair Clint Smith asked if 

all of the driveways would be 18 feet or if some would be longer. Mr. Poirier explained that a few would 

be longer on corner lots, however, the majority of garages would be 18 feet. 

 
Commission discussion. Commissioner Adam Jacobson suggested that the setback for the garages 

should remain at 20 feet and commissioners agreed.  

Commissioner Adam Jacobson MOVED to approve the item with an amendment to staff’s requirements to amend it to 

say twenty feet for garages. 

Commissioner Chris Berbert SECONDED the motion. 

Requirements: 
Setbacks for townhomes and courtyards to be as follows: 

18' 20’ from public right-of-way for garages 

tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601193554&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;76d864c5&quot;
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12’ from public ROW to the rest of the house  
5' from Private ROW, but must still maintain the clear view on the corner  
10' between buildings, including any porches 

The vote was recorded as follows: 

Commissioner Chris Berbert Yes 

Commissioner Andrea Bradford Yes 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson Yes 

Commissioner Jessica Morton Yes 

Commissioner Curt Noble  Yes 

Commissioner Robyn Shakespear Yes 

The motion passed unanimously. 

7:41:29 PM

 
City Planner Bryn McCarty oriented the commission with an aerial map, site plan and other images 

prepared for the item. The property would go back to the owner when vacated.  

7:42:38 PM  Chair Smith opened the public hearing and called for any citizen who would like to 

speak on the item to come to the podium, fill out a comment form and state their name for the record. 

 

Citizen Comments:    

 

None 

 

7:42:48 PM  Chair Smith closed the public hearing. 

 
Commissioner Jessica Morton MOVED to recommend approval of the item with staff recommendation.  

Commissioner Robyn Shakespear SECONDED the motion. 

Recommendation: 
Staff recommends approval of the petition to vacate a portion of 7530 W.  

The vote was recorded as follows: 

Commissioner Chris Berbert Yes 

Commissioner Andrea Bradford Yes 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson Yes 

Commissioner Jessica Morton Yes 

Commissioner Curt Noble  Yes 

Commissioner Robyn Shakespear Yes 

tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601194129&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;c5e9c65d&quot;
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The motion passed unanimously. 

7:43:30 PM

 
City Planner Bryn McCarty oriented the commission with an aerial map, site plan and other images 

prepared for the item. The property was rezoned commercial and zoning conditions were added to 

minimize, limit or restrict uses from locating on the property. The applicant was proposing additional 

uses and would like to build an automatic automobile wash, a convenience store with a gas station and 

offices in the back. The proposed layout was shown. The conditions would need to be changed to allow 

for the use in the zone. 

 

Kade Cunningham (applicant) requested that the commission allow the car wash, gas station and 

convenience store uses. The preliminary site plan was shown. 

 

7:47:13 PM  Chair Smith opened the public hearing and called for any citizen who would like to 

speak on the item to come to the podium, fill out a comment form and state their name for the record. 

 

Citizen Comments:    

 

Mary Faaliliu explained that she lives next to the proposal and asked the commission to consider 

keeping the zoning restrictions. She reported that there was a field next to the property that was meant 

to be used for children and families to gather and play. She felt worried for the safety of those families 

with the traffic that may result from the proposed use. She also was concerned with the already 

increasing traffic on Ashfield Drive. She stated that the property was an entrance to Herriman and the 

zoning conditions were placed to ensure whatever goes there will represent Herriman well. She believed 

that whatever was placed on the property could impact the value of their homes.  

 

Ryan Wagner explained that he lives off of Ashfield Drive and was concerned with the traffic and 

speeding on that street. He was concerned with parking and noise from the proposed development as 

well. 

  

7:50:45 PM Chair Smith closed the public hearing. 

 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson remembered taking time to create the list of uses for the property and 

felt comfortable with the uses outlined. Commissioner Chris Berbert agreed and pointed out two gas 

stations within close proximity to the property. Commissioner Jessica Morton felt they should stick with 

the already determined list of uses and Commissioner Robyn Shakespear agreed. 

Commissioner Chris Berbert MOVED to recommend to the city council denial of the additional zoning condition request.  

Commissioner Curt Noble SECONDED the motion. 

The vote was recorded as follows: 

tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601194330&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;417a2eaa&quot;
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Commissioner Chris Berbert Yes 

Commissioner Andrea Bradford Yes 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson Yes 

Commissioner Jessica Morton Yes 

Commissioner Curt Noble  Yes 

Commissioner Robyn Shakespear Yes 

The motion passed unanimously. 
 

 

7:53:06 PM

City Planner Bryn McCarty noted that two public hearings had been held for the item and a new draft 

had been received that evening. The commission received a lot of information for the proposal, as well. 

She believed a lot of the issues had been worked through and requested further comments or 

suggestions from the commission.  

 

Chair Clint Smith appreciated the work done and the supporting documentation provided. 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson commented that he had received enough information to offer 

suggestions and thanked the applicant for providing everything that had been requested. 

 

John Lindsley felt all issues were mitigated. He believed the proposal would generate revenue for the 

city. He felt it was a good product and would continue to work on marketing and maintaining a growing 

vibrant community. He believed he should be able to move forward.  

 

Commission discussion. Chair Clint Smith noted that Commissioner Adam Jacobson made a good 

recommendation during the work meeting to work through the ordinance section by section. 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson suggested a change to 10-16C-5 section B, it should state that each land 

area shall contain at least 100 acres and be located within a PUD. He liked a PUD because it would 

require a development agreement. City Planner Bryn McCarty explained that the sign would require a 

development agreement. City Attorney John Brems announced that he removed the development 

agreement language because he felt it should be completely voluntary and not forced. Commissioner 

Adam Jacobson understood his reasoning and was fine to strike out the development agreement 

language.  

 

The next change was in the Pylon Sign Development Standards Section 10-16C-7 item number two, he 

suggested that it read, the sign shall not be within 500 feet of any development located in a residential 

zone. Commissioner Chris Berbert thought that signs should only be allowed in commercial and 

industrial zones. He was not comfortable allowing signs in residential zones. Commissioner Adam 

Jacobson explained that if there was a residential zone the sign could not be any closer than 500 feet 

from that zone. City Attorney John Brems suggested the language read, the sign shall not be located 

tre://ftr/?label=&quot;Herriman&nbsp;City&quot;?datetime=&quot;20170601195306&quot;?path=&quot;C:/FTR&nbsp;Recordings&quot;?Data=&quot;a8cb61e8&quot;
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within 500 feet of a residential zone. Both Commissioner Jacobson and Commissioner Berbert were fine 

with the suggestion.  

 

The next change requested was for number four. Commissioner Adam Jacobson believed that in order 

to mitigate the accusation of the billboard, the square footage of the sign should be reduced. He 

suggested amending the language to read, each sign shall have a multiple sign face, however, active 

display area of any sign face shall not exceed three hundred square feet; additionally all areas above 20 

feet in elevation of the travel way cannot add up to more than 400 square feet. He felt they should 

define where square footage was measured even under the sign. He clarified that the display could be no 

larger than 300 square feet and any other items around the sign could not total more than 400 square 

feet. Chair Clint Smith recapped that he wanted to require that the maximum size of the screen would 

be 300 square feet and no more than an additional 100 square feet of bulk or mass around the sign 

would be allowed. A discussion ensued. Commissioner Adam Jacobson wanted to mitigate the total of 

mass in the air. He suggested that the sign not be taller than 45 feet above the travel lane and that 

anything above 25 feet should not be bigger than 400 square feet total. Mr. Martin voiced concern with 

the proposed language. He felt it would allow someone the ability to place the sign on a simple pole 

instead of making it aesthetically appealing. Commissioner Chris Berbert felt that a 400 square foot sign 

would be fine and the rest of the look would be a conditional use, so the applicant would need to come 

before the commission for approval of the aesthetics of the sign. City Attorney John Brems suggested 

that the language read, the sign face shall not exceed 400 square feet with no more than 100 square feet 

of additional static sign. Chair Smith agreed and asked if Attorney Brems’ recommendation would 

accomplish what Commissioner Jacobson was suggesting. Commissioner Jacobson felt that anything 

under the sign was not yet mitigated. Commissioner Curt Noble suggested that the bottom of the sign 

(static images included) should be 25 feet above the travel road way. Commissioner Chris Berbert 

agreed. Mr. Jeff Crants reported that there were a lot of national averages that have applied to the 

situation the commission was discussing. He reported that the sign was placed as low as it could be and 

still be readable and convey the message intended. The standards had been established, even by federal 

statutes, to ensure that the copy size for conveying a message was adequate at the viewing distance. He 

reported that 14 x 48 was a standard size around the country. Commissioner Adam Jacobson felt that 

the city should get away from the billboard sized sign. Commissioner Jessica Morton agreed and 

suggested the sign not be larger than 300 square feet with a total maximum size of 400 square feet. 

Commissioner Curt Noble was fine with 400 total square feet and agreed that the proposed sign should 

not be a billboard size. Chair Clint Smith felt 400 square feet for the screen size should be allowed. 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson was concerned that the owner could add even more to the sign over and 

above 400 square feet. Commissioner Chris Berbert suggested that the total maximum size should be 

400 square feet which would take care of his concern. Commissioner Adam Jacobson suggested that the 

language read, the active and inactive display areas of any sign face shall not exceed 400 square feet. 

Commissioner Jessica Morton was fine with his suggestion. Commissioner Adam Jacobson repeated that 

number five should state the sign shall be placed 500 feet from all residential dwellings. He also liked 

Commissioner Curt Noble’s recommendation for 12 seconds instead of eight seconds.  

Commissioner Curt Noble suggested that for B2 the sign brightness should be tied to a percentage over 

ambient light. He reported that Colorado limits the brightness to 4.3 candles over ambient light and he 

requested that language be converted to the appropriate nits. Mr. Crants explained that top 
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manufacturers had applied standards and suggested that eight second stand time was a standard. Photo 

metrics had conveyed that it was not good to be too bright nor too dim. He suggested that 250 feet was 

a necessary distance for readability and that the brightness would die off quickly beyond that distance. 

He felt the sign design also limited the brightness. The capacity of the sign was 9000 nits and it would 

automatically dim to 80% during day and 5% at night. He reiterated that the sign had an automatic 

dimmer that was designed to ensure it was bright enough to be read but not too bright to be irritating. 

The dimmer would automatically adjust even during a stormy day and for ambient light. Chair Clint 

Smith requested that Mr. Crants provide appropriate language to include in the ordinance. Mr. Crants 

suggested using the term, industry standard photo metrics for LED on premise and off premise signs. 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson felt it could state, based on ambient light, because it would have to be 

brought back to the commission for approval. City Attorney John Brems suggested number two could 

read, a photo metric plan for the sign along with a statement from an electronic display manufacturer 

certifying that each display will allow for automatic dimming based on night and day time and ambient 

light conditions based on industry best practices. Commissioners liked the suggestion and thanked him. 

 

Commissioner Andrea Bradford questioned 10-16C-7 number 7 regarding the architectural design she 

wondered if that would be part of the conditional use or should they take time to determine that during 

the meeting. City Planner Bryn McCarty said the look would come back to the commission for review 

and approval. Chair Smith felt concerned with the language that read, consistent with the design of the 

regional sports facility because the location of the sign may not be near the facility. City Attorney John 

Brems suggested taking it out. City Planner Bryn McCarty suggested that it could state that the sign 

should be architecturally consistent with the regional sports facility and the surrounding development. 

Commissioners liked her suggestion. 

 

City Attorney John Brems reviewed all suggested changes. For item number 10-16C-5, paragraph B, 

insert 100 acres. Paragraph 10-16C-7 paragraph two, should read, the sign shall not be located within 

500 feet of a residential zone. Number four, in that same section, each sign may have multiple sign faces 

but the active and inactive display area shall not exceed 400 square feet. Paragraph five, insert 500. 

Paragraph seven, the sign including the support structure shall be architecturally consistent with 

surrounding development and shall include decorative materials such as stone, brick, etc. B-2 a photo 

metric plan for the sign along with a statement from an electronic display manufacturer certifying that 

each display will allow for automatic dimming based on day and night time and ambient light conditions 

and based on industry best practices. 3a, i, change eight (8) seconds to 12 seconds.  

 

Chair Clint Smith suggested that the process they just went through was the roll of the planning 

commission and he felt that everyone had done well taking time to do their own research and really 

study the proposal. He thanked everyone for the work they put into the process.  

 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson MOVED to recommend to city council approval of the item with changes outlined by the 

City Attorney. 

Commissioner Curt Nobel SECONDED the motion. 

10-16C-5, paragraph B, insert 100 acres.  
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10-16C-7 paragraph A, number 2, the sign shall not be located within 500 feet of a residential zone.  

10-16C-7, paragraph A, number 4, each sign may have multiple sign faces but the active and inactive display area shall 

not exceed 400 square feet.  

10-16C-7, paragraph A, number five, insert 500.  

10-16C-7, paragraph A, number seven, the sign, including the support structure, shall be architecturally consistent with 

the surrounding development and shall include decorative materials such as stone, brick, decorative steel, or similar 

materials.  

10-16C-7, paragraph B, number 2, a photo metric plan for the sign along with a statement from an electronic display 

manufacturer certifying that each display will allow for automatic dimming based on day and night time and ambient light 

conditions and based on industry best practices.  

10-16C-7, paragraph B, number 3a, i, change eight (8) seconds to 12 seconds. 

The vote was recorded as follows: 

Commissioner Chris Berbert Yes 

Commissioner Andrea Bradford Yes 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson Yes 

Commissioner Jessica Morton Yes 

Commissioner Curt Noble  Yes 

Commissioner Robyn Shakespear Yes 

The motion passed unanimously. 

None.  

 

City Planner Bryn McCarty addressed changes to the staff report. She added notices and whether or not 

there was a DRC meeting to the staff report. She also planned to add the process for each item and 

whether or not it had a public hearing or had gone to city council, etc. Chair Clint Smith suggested that 

after the planning commission meeting took place that a brief summary of the actions taken at the 

meeting be sent out to the public. He was told that was already being done through Facebook. Chair 

Clint Smith suggested providing other ways than Facebook for the public to be aware of the actions 

taken for the items on the agenda. City Planner Bryn McCarty suggested adding it to the agenda as a line 

item, “Review of Actions Taken,” and discuss those actions during the work meeting.  

Chair Smith called for a motion to adjourn. 
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Commissioner Jessica Morton MOVED to adjourn the meeting. All voted yes and the motion passed unanimously. The 

meeting adjourned at 8:43:14 PM . 
 

 

I, Cindy Quick, Deputy Recorder of Herriman City, hereby certify that the foregoing minutes represent a true, accurate 

and complete record of the meeting held on June 1, 2017.  This document constitutes the official minutes for the 

Herriman City Planning Commission Meeting. 
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